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JESUS: »It is not in the sense in which you understand it. The hour of Peace and Forgiveness will come 

for you; the hour will come in which you will again form an alliance with ME, after having been in the 

hands of Satan, who has mistreated you like a skein of thread in the hands of a furious madman. But 

the words of Joel (2:18-23) are not said particularly for one people or another. 

They are for MY PEOPLE, the people of the One, True, GREAT KING: your Tribune, Creator, Redeemer 

and BELOVED FATHER of the human race. That period of well-being Joel speaks about is the advance 

announcement of what long after John talks of in his Apocalypse. 

After the tremendous wars which Satan will have brought upon the Earth through his Messenger of 

Darkness − the Antichrist − the period of truce will come in which, after having shown you with the 

bloody evidence what gifts Satan can be the author of, I will seek to attract you to Myself by filling you 

with my gifts. 

Oh, my gifts! They will be your sweetness! You will not know hunger, massacres, and calamities. Your 

bodies, and even more your Souls, will be fed by MY HAND; the Earth will seem to rise by a second 

creation, entirely new in its sentiments, which will be of PEACE and CONCORD among peoples and of 

PEACE between HEAVEN and Earth, for I will have my SPIRIT extend HIMSELF over you, and HE will 

penetrate you and give you supernatural vision of God's decrees. 

It will be the KINGDOM OF THE SPIRIT. The Kingdom of God, the one you ask for – and you don't know 

what you're asking for because you never reflect − with the HEAVENLY FATHER. Where do you want the 

Kingdom of God to occur, if not in your HEARTS? It is from there that my Kingdom on Earth must begin. 

A Great Kingdom, but still limited. 

Later the Kingdom without confines either on earth or in time will come. The ETERNAL Kingdom, which 

will make you ETERNAL inhabitants of HEAVEN, for, as is natural, I speak to those who are my subjects 

and not to the reprobates, who already have their horrendous king: Satan. 

Your God will work all prodigies to attract the greatest number of the living to Himself, for I AM a 

FATHER OF MERCY, FORGIVENESS, and such INFINITE LOVE that no matter how much you may study 

and comprehend its measure, you cannot do so. What you think is the Infinity of My Love for you is like 

a tiny pebble on the bank of a stream compared to a whole mountain range whose bases divide 

continents and whose peaks wrap themselves in the clouds. 



But do you think that so many prodigies of LOVE and so many LIGHTS of the SPIRIT will convert men to 

their ETERNAL HEAVENLY FATHER? Don't fool yourself. If towards poor animals devoid of reason I were 

to use the care I will use with you for the needs of your bodies – this care alone − those animals, with 

their unformed languages, would praise ME from dawn to dusk, and if they knew where to find ME, 

they would set out from all over the globe to come and give thanks for their BENEFICENT PROTECTOR. 

But men will not. 

Nearly all of them are totally deaf to Spiritual Voices and Gifts, and almost completely deaf to bodily 

gifts; instead of recognising my GOODNESS and LOVING ME out of Gratitude, they will take advantage 

of the well-being which I will give them to sink lower and lower into the abyss they are pleased with, 

where, like filthy beasts in a swamp, they wallow and the things which seduce nine-tenths of mankind 

await them: desire, lust, deceit, violence, thievery, heresy, superstition, and other corruptions of the 

senses and the mind − so horrendous that it seems impossible to the Honest that they can be true, but 

they are true, and they make the HEAVENS blush and rouse our DIVINITY to a movement of disdain. 

Neither the paternal offering of gifts nor the nonterrorizing signs in the sky will be able to make those 

living at that time into Children of God. And then my great and terrible day will come. 

Not a day of twenty-four hours. My time has a different measure. “Day” is said because one works 

during the day, and I will work at that time. I will carry out the final selection of those living on the earth. 

And that will take place during the last raging of Satan. 

Then those who have within themselves the Kingdom of God and those who have the kingdom of Satan 

will be seen. For the latter, with their mouths, deeds, and, above all, blasphemous hearts, will commit 

the final acts of disdain for my Law and the last acts of sacrilege towards God, whereas the former, the 

Lord's children and subjects − as the final battle hits the Earth with unspeakable horror − will cling to 

MY CROSS and invoke my saving Name; and MY coming as Judge will not terrify them, but, rather, it 

will be their jubilation, for the Faithful are the Saved, those Joel calls the Lord's “Remainder” − that is, 

those who remain for the Lord after Satan's plunder. 

Thrice BLESSED ETERNALLY are these children of mine. The ETERNAL PARADISE belongs to them. Joined 

to those FAITHFUL to the God in all times, they will possess HEAVENLY FATHER, the Possession of whom 

is ETERNAL BLESSEDNESS.« 

 

»Material church« 
 

»When material church started to place earthly interests before those of Heaven, she contaminated 

herself with human passions! Woe three times over when she worshipped the Beast John speaks of − 

that is, political Power − and made herself its slave. The light then darkened, necessarily, into more or  

less obscure twilight's either because of the deficiency proper to the Heads who rose to that throne by 

human arts or through their weakness in the face of human pressures. 

These are the times in which there are “idol shepherds,” about whom I have already spoken − the 

consequence, at root, of the errors of all. For if Christians were as they should be, whether powerful or 

humble, abuses and intrusions would not take place, and the punishment of God, who withdraws his 

light from those who have rejected it, would not be provoked. 

In past centuries, the antipopes and schisms came from those errors, and both the former and the latter 

divided consciences into two opposing camps, provoking incalculable ruins in souls. In future centuries 

those same errors will manage to provoke Error − that is, the Abomination in God's house, the sign 

preceding the end of the world. 



What will it consist of? When will it occur? It is not necessary for you to know this. I tell you only that 

from a clergy cultivating rationalism excessively and serving political power excessively there can only 

come, fatally, a very dark period for people and finally the end of material Church. 

But do not fear. The prophecy of Zechariah is joined, like one ring to another, to John's. After this period 

of painful travail in which, persecuted by the forces of hell, the Church, like the mystical Woman John 

speaks of, after having fled to save herself by taking refuge in the best and losing the unworthy members 

in the mystical (I say mystical) flight, will give birth to the saints destined to prepared the world for MY 

SECOND COMING. 

I will then come, and over against all the snares and stratagems, attempts and crimes of Satan directed 

towards my earthly Jerusalem I will set my power for her (True Spiritual Church) defence. 

I will pour my SPIRIT upon all the redeemed of the earth. And even those who now suffer, expiating the 

sins of their fathers, and who are unable to find Salvation because they do not dare to turn to Me will 

encounter Peace, for, beating their breasts, they will call down − in a way quite different from that of 

their fathers − upon themselves that Blood already shed, which drips inexhaustibly from the members 

their fathers pierced. Like a Fountain I will stand in the midst of my flock, entirely reassembled, and will 

wash in MYSELF all the base actions of the past which repentance will already have begun to cancel out. 

Then, as the KING OF JUSTICE and WISDOM, I will disperse the idols of the false doctrines; I will purge 

the Earth of the false prophets who have drawn you into so many errors. I will take the place of all the 

doctors, all the prophets, more or less Holy or more or less wicked, for the final teaching must be 

cleansed of imperfection, for it must prepare those who have no time for purgation and who are to be 

called quickly to the tremendous review for the Last Judgement. 

MY goal is to redeem you and I will leave no stone unturned and I already begun and accelerated MY 

Second Teaching to counter the Cultural, Social, and Spiritual heresies which have arisen everywhere 

with MY VOICE OF TRUTH, will speak with the Signs of MY TORMENT. Rivers of LIGHT and GRACE shall 

emerge from MY WOUNDS, WOUNDS which killed the SON OF GOD, but Heal the children of man. 

These living Rubies of MY WOUNDS shall be a sword for the impenitent, the obstinate, and those sold 

to Satan and a caress for the “little ones” who LOVE ME as a LOVING FATHER. This caress of Christ shall 

descend upon their weakness to fortify them, and MY HAND shall carry them towards the trial in which 

only those who LOVE ME with a TRUE LOVE withstand. A third. But this portion shall be worthy of 

possessing the CITY OF HEAVEN, THE KINGDOM OF GOD. 

Then I WILL COME, no longer as the Teacher but as the King, to take possession of MY SPIRITUAL Church, 

now rendered One and Universal, as MY WILL made it. 

 

»They Shall Look Upon the One They Have Pierced« 
 

JESUS: »When I have it said by the mouth of the Beloved that “even those who pierced Me” will see Me, 

I do not intend to refer to those who pierced Me twenty centuries ago. 

When I come, the time of the triumph of MY KINGDOM will have come. I have explained to you what 

MY KINGDOM and its subjects will be like. It will be the time of the testimony of the SPIRIT, the divine 

part enclosed in you which give you the image and likeness of God. As it is such, the Spiritual parts will 

be the ones under consideration before the decision of judgement which separates the accursed from 

the BLESSED. And among the accursed will be those who with their sacrilegious spirit, which has sought 

the Beast, worshipped the Beast, and prostituted itself with the Beast, have, over the centuries, pierced 



the DIVINE SPIRIT of the SON OF GOD after having pierced the flesh of the SON OF MAN in the founders 

of the accursed succession. 

The SON OF MAN. Have you never reflected that in this term lies the TRUTH previously explained? By 

my human lineage, I am the (Firstborn) Son of Adam. 

The multitude of those piercing ME is as numerous as the sand on the shore of the sea. Its grains cannot 

be counted. 

All the crimes, all the sins committed against ME − now untouchable as regards human suffering, but 

still sensitive to the offences committed against MY SPIRIT − are registered in the books recording men's 

deeds. 

All the betrayals after my benefits, all the disavowals, all the denials, and the sins against the TRUTH, 

brought by ME, all the sins against the HOLY SPIRIT, who spoke through my mouth and came through 

Me to illuminate the words of the Word − all these piercings, committed over the centuries, by the race 

which I wanted to save, through knowing it to be so disinclined towards Goodness, will be present within 

the Spirits brought together, who, in the dazzling LIGHT OF MY FLASHING, will recognise what they did 

with their stubborn will to contest what was said and done by ONE who could not lie or perform works 

which were not useful according to the DIVINE LAW OF LOVE. 

The deniers of LOVE are those who have pierced ME and, along with ME, have struck HIM who has 

begotten ME and HIM who proceeds from our LOVE as FATHER and SON. All Judgement is entrusted to 

the SON, but the SON will also pronounce Judgement on all the sins committed against the FATHER AND 

THE SPIRIT. 

The bearer of LIFE, the ETERNAL LIVING ONE and the ETERNAL IMMOLATED ONE, whom the world 

wanted dead, slain as one slays the delinquent who does harm − whereas I was the HOLY ONE who 

forgave the GOOD ONE who did GOOD, the POWERFUL ONE who HEALED, the WISE ONE who 

INSTRUCTED − is HE who will open the gates to true Death and enclose therein both the bodies and 

souls of those who have pierced HIM. The Bearer of LIFE which is lived in HEAVEN will close the gates of 

Hell upon the untouchable number of accursed, who have preferred death to LIFE. 

I shall do so, because I, JESUS CHRIST, the SON OF GOD, YOUR SAVIOUR and LORD, the ETERNAL 

JUDGE and MOST LOVING FATHER, hold the keys to Death and Hell and LIFE and HEAVEN.« 

 

Maria Valtorta: The Antichrist and his Predecessors (page: 119 - 129) 


